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Greetings!

KSB a Top-Rated
NonProfit

Climate Action Plan for Sedona
Needs Your Input
Certified Silver
Sustainability Alliance

The City of Sedona is committed to protecting the environment, public
health, and safety of its residents—prioritizing access to clean air, clean
water, and a livable environment. Sedona’s Climate Action Plan (CAP)
presents a coordinated strategy that prepares for the impacts of climate
change (wildfires, droughts, flooding) and reduces our emissions of climate
pollutants.
Given these monumental challenges, the City seeks your input to the
developing Climate Action Plan that is up for review through April 12th. The
Sedona City Council will review the draft CAP in May. Please comment on
the Strategies and Actions document directly and respond to each other’s
comments through the link below, where you can click on the Go To
Strategies and Actions button:
https://sedona.konveio.com/sedona-climate-action-plan-overview

Our Featured Business
Sponsors for this Month
Let them know you
appreciate their interest in
keeping Sedona beautiful!

Sedona’s future is at risk because of climate change! The people and
businesses in Sedona have experienced these threats firsthand (e.g., the
2016 monsoon flash flood, the 2020 wildfire season). As temperatures rise
globally, climate change will introduce more disruption to our daily lives and
threaten our natural landscapes and ecosystems. It is imperative that
Sedona build resilience to these threats and do its part to reduce climatechanging greenhouse gas emissions.
To realize the City’s vision for Sedona, we must implement tactics that
will cut Sedona’s greenhouse gas emissions by 50% by 2030.

Denton Accounting

Greenhouse gas emissions that damage our climate come from two
sources: energy used to power and heat our buildings accounts for more
than half (65%) of those emissions, and energy use to power and move our
vehicles accounts for the bulk (35%) of the remaining emissions in the City.

Jody Smith Creations

The Plan builds from climate science data for the Verde Valley; an
inventory of Sedona's greenhouse gas emissions sources; and priorities /
concerns of Sedona residents and businesses to lay out a clear plan of
action. These actions have been carefully tailored and evaluated to bring
tangible and measurable benefits to the Sedona community and ensure a
safe, healthy, and prosperous future for all.
The Plan uses a two-pronged approach:
1.
2.

Climate mitigation actions that reduce greenhouse gas
emissions to limit additional warming
Climate adaptation tactics that build resilience to climate
change impacts

Please join us in this vision and share the link above
with family and friends in the area.

Pink Jeep Tours

L'Auberge de Sedona

KSB Gratefully Acknowledges
Our Courthouse Butte
Business Sponsors
This Month

Pioneer Title Agency

A Place of Possibility
Amerigas

Sedona is a celebration of nature and culture, quiet wisdom and adventure.
It fosters an intimate connection – to oneself and to each other – through
meaningful experiences that enrich lives and renew spirits.
L’Auberge de Sedona is at the center of it all, inspired by this wondrous
place and its power to create change. Everything is done with intention,
each amenity fine-tuned to create unforgettable moments. When you
journey here, the possibilities are endless.
L'Auberge de Sedona
http://www.lauberge.com/

Draxler Insurance

KSB greatly appreciates the support
L'auberge de Sedona has given us.

Treat Yourself and Red Rock Country,
You Both Deserve It!.
Just click on the Donate button Now!
Arizona Water Company

It's Easy

Donate Now!

Visit our website

And
Gerardo's Italian Kitchen

